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City And Colour - Fucked It Up

                            tom:
                G               G
Turn off the lights
C
And roll down the window shades
G
We can't go outside
C
'Cause the world is hidden away
G
Ghosts are running wild
C
In these empty streets tonight
G
But here we are together baby
C
Laying side by side

D
Ain't no sense
C
In making things worse
D
Let's hold on tight
C
And we'll try to break this curse

G
'Cause we had everything we wanted
D    C
Then we fucked it up
G
We had everything we needed
D   C
But it wasn't enough
Em
And ain't it strange how we keep fallin'
C
In and out of love?
 Am
We had everything we wanted
        D         G
Then we fucked it up

(G  C )
(G  C )

G
Out on a line
C
Oh, so thin and frail
G
But that sparrow will stand
C
As if it could never fail
G
Drifting through the tide

C
In a ship without a sail
G
Oh, at the mercy of the ebb and the flow
C
Waitin' on our love to prevail

D
And there ain't no sense
C
In making things worse
D
Let's hold on tight
C
And we'll try to break this curse

 G
'Cause we had everything we wanted
D    C
Then we fucked it up
G
We had everything we needed
D   C
But it wasn't enough
G
And ain't it strange how we keep fallin'
C
In and out of love?
Am
We had everything we wanted
D                 Em
Then we fucked it up

[Solo] Em  C  G  D
       Em  C  G  D

G
We had everything we wanted
C
Then we fucked it up

( G  D  C )

G
We had everything we wanted
C
Then we fucked it up
G
We had everything we needed
C
But it wasn't enough
Em
Ain't it strange how we keep fallin'
C
In and out of love?
Am
We had everything we wanted

Then we fucked it up
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